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A Visit to Lockheed Martin Flight Service
By Michael Stephan

Experimental Aircraft Association!
Far 91.103 states:
Each pilot in command shall, before
beginning a flight, become familiar with
all available information concerning that
flight. This information must include—
(a) For a flight under IFR or a flight not
in the vicinity of an airport, weather
reports and forecasts…
When it comes to Flight services, my
experience is pretty limited. I understand
the importance of practice when it come to
attaining skills. Flying requires that we
stay proficient, which includes knowledge
and practice. One weakness that I have is
the usage of Flight Services. Since most
of my flights are local and last less than an
hour. It is very easy to get current local
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weather information and blast into the sky
without filing a flight plan.

! Dallas
Article Index

I have done this for so long that my
ability to leverage Flight Services have
atrophied. Until, the Chapter took a trip
recently to the Lockheed Martin Flight
Service facility in Ft Worth.
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Although the facility is housed in part of
a large warehouse facility, the place is
pretty amazing. The main floor looks like
NASA mission control. there is a lot of
technology that is employed. I was
especially impressed with the radio
communication interface screen. I always
pictured a stack of radios with knobs and
buttons. Turn out that it uses a
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Monthly Schedule

April 8th Chapter Meeting

April 13th Board Meeting

The March Chapter meeting
will be on WED April 8th
at the Farmers Branch
Library, located on the
northwest corner of
Webb Chapel and
Golfing Green Dr. The
meeting will be held in
the auditorium and
begin at 6:30 p.m. with
socializing and coffee.
The program will begin
promptly at 7 p.m. and
finish by 9:00 p.m.

The next BOD meeting will be held on MONDAY April
13th at the Farmers Branch Manske Library at 7:00 PM.
The minutes from the March BOD meeting recorded by
Pete Miller are as follows:
Officers, Directors in Attendance: Michael Stephan,
Norm Biron, Pete Miller, Sam Cooper, Jim Canniff, Mel
Asberry, Ann Asberry and Frank Prokop.
Chapter Meetings
April 8 (W), May 5, June 2
Board of Directors Meetings
April 13, May 11, Jun 8, July 13

The speaker for this meeting will be Alex Beloff, who
installed and maintained navigation aids during the
Vietnam war. He will speak on his service in the 1st
Mobile Communications Group (1st MOB) of the USAF.
He will show us and comment on pictures installing and
maintaining navigational aids in forward hostile areas in
Vietnam, Thailand, and Laos.
His bio is on page 3.
Should be very interesting, and I hope to see you there.

April 11th Lunch at Dallas Executive

GENERAL MEETING, SPEAKER / SUBJECT
April 8: Alex Beloff, Maintaining Forward Air Controllers
Navaids in Vietnam
May 5: Carol Walker OR Lucky Louque
June 2: Carol Walker OR Lucky Louque
CHAPTER FLY OUT
April 11: Lunch at Dallas Executive. Meet on the ramp at
11:00.
MONTHLY SOCIAL GATHERING

As the weather begins to warm up, it is time to dust off
that airplane and bore some holes in the sky. Out of the
winter doldrums, we are starting our fly-in season. We will
begin with local airport, so those interested in driving can
participate as well. Get a look at some of the planes that
our members built and fly.
We will have a local Chapter fly-in to Dallas Executive
Airport (RBD) on Saturday April 11th. We will meet in the
restaurant at 11:00 am. That should get us in before the
lunch rush. The ramp area is only a few feet from the
restaurant, so bring your plane and join us for some food
and fun, drive ins are also welcome.
Lets hope for good weather and a good turnout. That
makes everything more fun. See you there.

Future visits will include Don Metivier in Corinth
TREASURER REPORT
Sam presented the Treasurer’s Report for February. There
were 5 membership renewals and 1 new member. There are
still issues with online access to some accounts.
YOUNG EAGLES

Blue Sky teachers have in-service training at Dallas
Executive on March 28. This will include flights that
afternoon.
OLD BUSINESS

• Discussed the website and hosting space and cost.
Pete upgraded the hosting account.
• David Buono has not yet chosen a date for the Chapter
Picnic.
• Norm is looking at the list of complimentary
newsletters that go to advertisers, old members, etc.
NEW BUSINESS

VISIT ONE OF THE TOP AVIATION MUSEUMS
IN THE WORLD
WE BRING HISTORY TO LIFE
972.380.8800 - www.cavflight.org
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We are behind on elections to the Board of Directors. Mel
and Ann, Jim and Frank agreed to continue on the Board.
Other members will be approached, the slate will be
published in the next newsletter and voted on at the April
Chapter meeting.
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Presidents Message

From the President’s Desk
By Norm Biron

It’s Not Your Old Flight Service Station
If you missed the Lockheed Martin Fort Worth Flight Service hub visit on the 21st, you missed a
great opportunity to find out about the great new products being offered at no cost to pilots by
Lockheed Martin. Lockheed Martin has modernized and consolidated the FAA’s old FSS, Flight
Service Stations, into three regional hubs serving the continental US and continues to provide all
the FAA-compliant flight planning and briefings that most pilots are familiar with. It has also
developed new products, using current technologies, such as Next Generation Briefings, Adverse Condition Alerting
Services, Surveillance- Enhanced Search and Rescue, and other products that makes accessing the using the system easier
for pilots. You can learn more about these products by going on line to www.1800WXBRIEF.com
A new Pilot’s Bill of Rights, introduced in the House and Senate in February, builds on the original Pilot Bill of Rights
and includes aero medical reform. This legislation levels the playing field for individuals having to deal with the FAA,
provides liability protection for certain individuals and volunteer pilots, expedites updates to NOTAM, and expands the
third-class medical exemption to recreational pilots. The legislation has bipartisan support but you need to let your
representative know that you consider it a priority issue that must be addressed this year.
It appears that the FAA is easing the requirements to comply with the 2020 ADS-B Out mandate. By allowing the use of
avionics that meet the performance standards of certified equipment, but are not specifically approved by the FAA, should
allow the development of low cost devices. Allowing these devices to be installed by owners in experimental aircrafts and
other factory-built aircrafts that currently have no way to comply with the mandate will also substantially reduce the cost
of compliance with the mandate.

March’s Speaker - Alex Beloff III

We will see photos we have never seen before, as most of
Alex’s work in Vietnam was not available to the press.

We are excited to have Alex
Beloff III be our speaker for our
April Chapter meeting.
Alex joined the U. S. Air Force in
1960 and spent 750 days in the
rice paddies of Vietnam. He had
top secret clearance for keeping
the Tacan, GCA, and radar sites in
hostile forward areas in working
order to allow the airplanes to land
and take off. He was with the 1st
MOB in Vietnam, Laos, Thailand, and Phillipines from
1961 to 1963. He has incredible stories of not only
maintaining the nav aids, but also the equipment to power
them (60 cycle power was not available in Vietnam).
Alex is also a big gear head and car guy. He has owned
131 cars since 1959, including customs, exotics, USAC and
NHRA car record holders.

www.flightmuseum.com
@FrontofFlight
Monday – Saturday: 10am to 5pm
Sunday: 1pm to 5pm

April 2015

6911 Lemmon Avenue
Dallas, Texas 75209
(214) 350-3600

Alex with his two Vietnamese helicopter pilots (1961) who
took Alex and his tool box to various, CRYPTO, TACAN,
GCA and radar sites in Vietnam and Laos forward areas
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BOD Elections

Flight Service Continued
touchscreen that identifies frequencies in use and can be
switched with a touch of the finger. It looks like fun to use.
Another thing learned was the availability of their Service
on the Web. Their website is very intuitive and packed
with useful features.
The weather briefings in decoded into english. You can
create your own custom pilot profile as well as multiple
airplane profiles. There is even a very good flight planning
feature that will show you he enroute weather, and of
course you can file your flight plans there. But there is also
some very cool advanced features. You can use your smart
phone to receive weather updates via text or email. You
can also activate and deactivate you flight plan using you
smart phone. They have other advanced features. To see
them visit their website at 1800wxbrief.com.
I’m glad I took the visit. For me it is easier to understand
something when you see it in action. If you get a chance I
would highly recommend a visit. I can ’t wait to give them
a try on my next flight.

April 28th Project Visit
By Michael Stephan

We have had two month’s in a row where we had a
project to visit, and the streak continues this month as Don
Metivier and his wife Donna have invited us over to look
at his RV-6 project. I have seen the project recently and he
is making good progress. He is currently finishing the
fuselage. He is not far from starting the finish kit. So
come on out to Corinth and see Don’s progress.

By Michael Stephan

It is that time of year again to elect a new board of
directors for the Chapter. Many of those who have served
generously for years have agreed to continue. I can’t
emphasize enough how important these people are to the
life of our Chapter. We are glad to have them serve for
another year. If you are interested in joining the Board
contact me (mstephan@shr.net) or let any Board member
know of your interest.
Mel Asberry
Ann Asberry
Frank Prokop
Jim Canniff
David Buono
Chris Smith
Bruce Fuller

Chapter Picnic Moves to AeroCountry
By Michael Stephan

Our annual summer picnic, which had been at Shortstop,
is moving to AeroCountry (T31) for this year. Mel and Ann
will not be able to host it this year, and David and Alina
Buono have volunteered to host it this year at their new
house at AeroCountry in McKinney.

Tuesday April 28th at 7 pm

The date will be Saturday May 9th. We will start
arriving after 10:30 am with lunch being at 11:30. Just like
the picnic at
Shortstop, bring a side
dish to share. David
and Alina’s home is
directly west of the
runway numbers.

2113 Mayfield Circle
Corinth, TX 76208
940-497-4953

They have built a
real special place. So,
it will be a treat to
picnic there.
We will have more
info in next month’s
newsletter.

265 Aero Country Rd

April 2015
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Flying Blue Sky

By Michael Stephan

Besides building some incredible airplanes, our Chapter
has taken on the mission of spreading the gospel of
aviation. For decades we participated in the Young Eagles
program giving young kids their first exposure to the thrill
of flight. Recently we expanded to the Eagles program,
which extends that opportunity to adults. The Blue Sky
Educational Foundation is now taking that mission to the
DISD.
The Blue Sky Educational Foundation, is the vision of
local philanthropists Jim and Angela Thompson to get more
kids interested in aviation. They created the Blue Sky
Educational Foundation to develop and deploy a STEM
curriculum in the DISD that uses aviation as the medium.
They asked Dr. Lee Siudzinski to lead the effort. Last year
was the first year of the program and this year the program
has nearly doubled in participation. The target group is 4th
and 5th grades.
The DISD is the pilot program for the rest of the country,
so we are blazing some trails here.

Dr. Lee addresses the STEM Teachers

Our chapter, lead by the efforts of Jim Quinn and Norm
Biron, has been supporting this effort by giving teachers
and students a true aviation experience by giving them the
option to take a ride in a “small” airplane.
On Saturday March 28th, the teachers who are using the
Blue Sky program in their classrooms met at Dallas
Executive Airport to receive additional training. There was
a two hour teaching session followed by lunch.
Thirty teachers participated in the training session. Of
those thirty that went through the recurrent training, 18 of
them got their first ride in a small plane. I spoke with
almost every one after their flight and all said they had a
great experience. I give the pilots credit for providing
the good experience. We hope they take that enthusiasm
for flight back to the classroom and spread it to their
students.
Flights were not the only experience, Jim arranged for
anyone who wanted to take a tour of the control tower.

US Sport Aircraft
Sam Huff
Sales Manager
www.ussportaircraft.com

Elevate Your Experience...
4700 Airport Pkwy
Addison, TX 75001

April 2015
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Office: 972.735.9099
Mobile: 972.816.8169
sam.huff@ussportaircraft.com
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group, since Norm was blazing a few trails working with
EAA getting the insurance and paperwork square with the
folks in Oshkosh.
The Eagles program is one that began a few years ago to
give the same opportunity to adults that kids have had for
decades. It is a bit different in that tailoring a program for
adults, they can be done preferably one at a time. Chapters
could use it a recruitment tool for members, as well as be a
resource for any Eagle flyer that wants to continue into
flight training. Since the program is tailored for a one on
one experience, the program administrators were a little
curious that Norm needed so many forms.

David Buono with Claire Price about to go flying in his
RV-7A

Since all thirty would be too much for one tour, Jim broke
the group into sets of seven. It took three groups to get
everyone who wanted one a tour of the tower. Jim had quite
a juggling act. While some were eating (lunch was
provided by the Blue Sky Foundation), some were flying
and others on the tour of the tower. Then the groups would
rotate. With the pilots, Jim and myself, we managed to get
all tasks accomplished in a smooth hour and a half.
We had eight pilots pitch in and do the flying. Not all of
them are our chapter members, but all have flown for us for
many years with the Young Eagles program.
The teachers flew under the EAA’s Eagle Program (for
adults).We think this might be the biggest Eagles Flight

Norm Biron gives Sharon Gipson a preflight walk around
his Glastar

April 2015

Each pilot gave his Eagle flyers a thorough walk-around
of the airplane, explaining how the control systems work
and they affect the flight of the airplane. Then it was off
into a beautiful noon-time blue sky. Bumpy down low but
nice at around 3000 ft. The pilots gave each of the teachers
a chance to control the plane as part of their thirty minute
flight. That is hands on learning.
That was a great event that hopefully will lead to more
opportunities for us to help spread the world of aviation.
There will be a party for the students, teachers and their
families at the Frontiers of Flight Museum in late May. All
of our members are invited as well to share in the
enthusiasm. We also plan to extend the Young Eagles
program to those students who have completed the
program.
With the help of many generous volunteers, this program
is starting to build some serious momentum. For now it is
Blue Sky in the DISD.

Don Pellegreno and Octavio grinning about his
Eagle Flight.
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Joe Migis and his RV-14 Project

Keep building Joe, and we will schedule another visit in
the fall to see those wings.

By Michael Stephan

Joe Migis has been working on his RV-14 kit and last
month I travelled to Coppell to look at his most recent
progress. In December of last year he was finished with
most of the tail control surfaces, the horizontal stabilizer,
elevators, vertical stabilizer, and the rudder. Those pieces
looked good, so I was eager to see what else he has
finished.
The most recent completion is the tail cone which comes
as part of the tail kit. Van started this division of the kits
with the RV-10. Then it was called the empecone, the tail
cone just aft of the cabin structure. He did the same with
the RV-12 and now the RV-14. After building the smaller
pieces of tail, it is nice to have larger structures taking
form. That is where Joe is now. He has mostly riveted
together that empecone structure. He already has the
electrical wires installed in the tail which is easier than
climbing in later to install them.

The RV-14 Empecone

He is getting ready to start on the wing kit which he
already has and has inventoried it.
Marvin has mentioned this before, but Van’s kits have
evolved so much that it is really a different experience for
those building current models compared to the models over
a decade old. I got a look at the instructions for the RV-14
and they are huge improvement. My RV-8 in 2000 came
with a binder full of instructions and a set of 2’ X 3’
drawings. To save on paper Van used all the empty space
on a drawing page to fit smaller drawings. This lead to the
flipping through the drawings hunting for drawing
referenced in the instructions. The RV-14 has the
instructions and three dimensional illustrations all on the
same page. So assembly is very sequential. Just complete
one page and go to the next.
I was really impressed with the build area Joe has. He is
very organized and everything is quite clean. It doesn’t
surprise me that is workmanship is just as good.

April 2015
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Crawfish Boil at the Buono’s

Knipex Pliers

What: 4th Annual Buono/Alexander Crawfish Boil (the
first 3 were so fun, we decided to do it again!)

Many of us carry a small bag of tools in our airplanes in
case of an emergency. Recently, someone showed me a
tool that would be perfect to put in that bag. It is an
adjustable wrench made by Knipex in Germany.

From David Buono

By Michael Stephan

When: Saturday May 16, 2pm till the beer runs out
(Dinner around 4pm)
Where: Our house/hangar at Aero Country Airport.
Same airport as last year, different location - Map and
directions attached
Who: Family, friends, plus anybody else you wanna
bring.
We'll have plenty of munchies prior to actually serving
our guests of honor, which include crawfish and shrimp.
We will definitely have a variety of beer, but if you prefer
something specific then BYOB.
If you are a "YES" or a "MAYBE", please let us know so
we have a rough idea of how many people to expect. Kids
are welcome as well. david.buono@yahoo.com

April 2015

It is similar to other slip-joint pliers, but has smooth jaws
so it won’t damage the nut or bolt head. It also requires a
push of a button to adjust the width of the jaws, so it
doesn’t slip out of joint as you put pressure on it. I hate
when that happens. Unlike other wrenches, it uses a cam to
increase the force on the jaws, making it easy to keep a
pressure on the fastener.
They are pretty expensive (good tools are worth it), and
there is several sizes. Since most airplane fasteners are
small, I have the 7” (Knipex 8603180 ) in the emergency
tool bag. It replaced a set of wrenches saving me a little bit
of weight. It would also be a great tool to have in your tool
box in your shop.
I purchased mine from amazon.com for $49.99
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Catalinas on Lake Worth

I love the internet. It allows history to be plopped
right on my computer monitor, things I would never
see otherwise. This local story was emailed to me
recently, and I wanted to share it.
Traces of Texas (tracesof texas.com) reader Alan
Comer sent in this rather remarkable historic
photograph, along with the following description:
“PBY seaplanes moored on Lake Worth in
1940 at Fort Worth, Texas. There are
approximately 40 Catalina PBY seaplanes
visible in the photo.
In November 1940, Consolidated Aircraft
contacted Amon Carter, explaining they had
been ordered to transfer 200 Catalina PBY
seaplanes from San Diego to Britain and that
they were in immediate need of a layover point
mid-country.
In just eight days, Amon Carter, with the help of the
Fort Worth Chamber of Commerce, arranged for all
the necessary requirements of fuel, food, lodging for
the flight crews, and moorings for the planes. To keep
the mission secret, the public was told the planes
were here to weather out a hurricane in the Gulf of
Mexico*. The speedy response from Amon Carter and
the Chamber of Commerce later played a large role in
convincing Consolidated Aircraft to build their
manufacturing facility in Fort Worth, Texas.”

April 2015
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Upcoming Events

National Airport TKI McKinney, TX. Let's gather at 9:00
am. You don't have to be a member to attend. Fly-ins can
ask the tower for directions to the MHOA Hangers. See you
there! Contact: Mikey Laney Phone: 469-261-4938
Email: president@eaa1246.org

From funplacestofly.com

Saturday, April 4, 2015
1st Saturday Coffee and Donut Fly-in
McKinney National Airport (TKI)

Let's get together for some fellowship and fun. We're
having Free coffee and donuts for everyone on the first
Saturday of every month at Chuck Roberts Hangar 2520 in
the McKinney Hangars Association area at the McKinney
National Airport TKI McKinney, TX. Let's gather at 9:00
am. You don't have to be a member to attend. Fly-ins can
ask the tower for directions to the MHOA Hangers. See you
there! Contact: Mikey Laney Phone: 469-261-4938
Email: president@eaa1246.org
Friday - Sunday, Apr 10-12, 2015
Centerville, TX.

Saturday, May 9, 2015 — Corsicana, TX.
17th Annual Corsicana Airsho

http://www.coyotesquadron.org/
Corsicana Municipal Airport (KCRS)
Admission is $10/person to a maximum of $20/car.
Veterans and active duty personnel are admitted free. Gates
will open at 9:30am and the show will begin at 12:00.
Patrons may walk among the airplanes until approximately
11:30am. Vendors for food, drinks and souvenirs will be in
available.

Faast Team Seminars

CRITTERS LODGE SPRING FLY-IN -

www.faasafety.gov

http://www.critterslodge.org Dillard Ranch (TE01)

Saturday, April 11, 2015 at 11:00

Join us at Critters Lodge. Kick-off starting on FRIDAY
evening. Dinner will be served at 6:30pm. Breakfast on
Saturday will be served 7:30am, Lunch 12:30, and Dinner
6:30. Sunday morning breakfast served at 8am. All meals
are funded by your generous donations. A Bunk House is
available complete with cots, pillows and blankets for
$20.00 for the weekend!! We offer a limited number of
reserved parking spaces for a $5.00 fee along the runway
that is offered on first-come basis. We also offer the normal
22 acres of free pasture parking. Critter’s offers WI-FI,
solar outdoor showers, indoor restrooms no port-a-lets,
firewood, and lots of GOOD FOOD for your weekend
enjoyment. Contact us by email:
CrittersLodge@starband.net our website
www.critterslodge.org. Contact: Wendell 903 536 7000,
critterslodge@starband.net
Friday - Sunday, Apr 10-12, 2015 — Llano, TX.
2nd Annual Texas STOL Roundup

http://www.texasstolroundup.org

The Santa Teresa Conundrum

Denton Airport Terminal Building
5000 Airport Road
Denton, TX 76207
What happens when "all available information" is not
enough information? The Santa Teresa Conundrum will
explore a recent in-flight operational "situation" that could
have been a significant hazard -- or worse!!!
Speaker(s): Mike Montefusco, CFII (mike@ppgs101.com)
Your hosts are Metro Flyers, the Texas Pilots Association,
and the KDTO Safety Committee.
Schedule of events:
11:00-11:30 Hangar Flying
11:30-12:00 Hamburgers cooked to perfection by our
excellent chef, Brian Garner, and garnished with all the
fixin's.
12:00-1:30 “The Santa Teresa Conundrum”
Register online at www.faasafety.gov

Llano Municipal Airport (KAQO)
Short Takeoff And Landing Obstacle Short Landing
Competition. Flour Bombing Contest. Flyouts On Sunday.
325-247-5635
Saturday, May 2, 2015
1st Saturday Coffee and Donut Fly-in
McKinney National Airport (TKI)

Let's get together for some fellowship and fun. We're
having Free coffee and donuts for everyone on the first
Saturday of every month at Chuck Roberts Hangar 2520 in
the McKinney Hangars Association area at the McKinney

April 2015
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direct access to hanger from house. Well maintained and
move in ready. Website with pictures: http://
mysite.verizon.net/resy4wnc/index.html
Owner:
HANGAR
ECHOES
bob_myrick@me.com or 214-729-2260
Realtor: Pam
Knieper
817-243-8345
/ pam@knieperteam.com
For
Sale:atVarieze
w/Cont O-200;
100 hours on overhaul.

1350 total time
For Sale: Sensenich fixed pitch aluminum prop setup for
$14.5k. Leon Rausch 214-349-6024
a O 360 (76” dia 65” pitch, spacer and 12” dia. spinner).
LessSale:
than 60hrs
since
LOWERED PRICE
For
Garmin
296.installed
$500 ornew.
best offer.
$1850
- Bill Bracken
817-925-4699
Bill
Bracken
817-925-4699

For Sale: Parts, Planes, Services
For Sale: Midget Mustang Projects
Larry Birdwell ( ldbirdwell@sbcglobal.net )

For Sale: Fiber Glass Cloth For Sale Bi directional 8H
satin Weave Aeronautics/Aerospace grade, 13.3 mils
thick, 50” wide, warp strength 562 lbf/in, fill strength 518
lbf/in, 14.43oz/sqyd, compatible with all resins, in origi
nal packaging 125 yard rolls. Comparable price at Air
craft Spruce, over $9/yard. $400 per roll, that’s only
$3.20 per yard to EAA members. Cut lengths $7/linear
yard 50”wide with a $50 minimum. Call Jim Carney 214763-6784.
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We would like to make you aware that as always, in past, present, and future, any communications issued by Experimental Aircraft Association, Chapter 168, Inc., regardless of the form, format,
and/or media used, which includes, but is not limited to, Hangar Echoes and audio/ video recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience
accounts. Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc. does so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or liability is expressed, or implied, and you are without recourse to
anyone. Any event announced and/or listed herein is done so as a matter of information only and does not constitute approval, sponsorship, involvement, control or direction of any event (this
includes Oshkosh). Bottom line, we are responsible for nothing. Please read, listen, enjoy, and be careful out there.
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c/o Sam Cooper
1502 Shannon Place
Carrollton, TX 75006-1517

DALLAS CHAPTER 168 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION/RENEWAL FORM
New Member
Renewal
Info Change
Membership dues for EAA Dallas
Chapter 168 are $20/year.
Make checks payable to EAA
Chapter 168
Mail application to:
Sam Cooper
1502 Shannon Place
Carrollton, TX 75006-1517

Name
Copilot (spouse, friend, other)
Address

City"

State"

Phone Home:"

Work

Zip

email address
EAA # "

Exp date:

(Chapter 168 membership requires National EAA membership)

National EAA offices:
Experimental Aircraft Association
EAA Aviation Center
PO Box 3086
Oshkosh, WI 54903-3086
National EAA Membership:
(800) JOIN EAA (564-6322)
Phone (920) 426-4800
Fax: (920) 426-6761

Pilot/A&P Ratings
I am interested in
helping with:

"
"
"
"
"

Fly-Ins
Programs
Newsletter
Young Eagles
Officer

Plane, Projects (%complete) and Interests:

